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About This Content

Add Japanese voices for characters in game. You only need to buy this DLC if you bought the voiceless edition. If you bought
the voiced edition this DLC is already included.

There is no English voices for this game.
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Voices definitely enhance the experience so even if you can't purchase it immediately do consider getting at some point or
other.. i totally recomened this vn, its a little slow and hard to get into for some probably, but im definitley enjoying it.. without
it i probebly couldn't have played it. do not play game without this. i totally recomened this vn, its a little slow and hard to get
into for some probably, but im definitley enjoying it.
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without it i probebly couldn't have played it. Voices definitely enhance the experience so even if you can't purchase it
immediately do consider getting at some point or other.. do not play game without this
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